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Bond yields in
‘’tilt’’ mode Forever blowing
Bubbles

G

7 Government Bond Yields
have sunk to record lows.
The iconic German Bund
[10 Year German Bond] sank to
-0.21%. The German Finance
Ministry receives 20 Cents per
100 euros of debt as a gift from
the investors when they sell
10 Year Bunds, In fact Switzerland is experiencing Negative
Bond Yields through 20 Years,
Germany, Japan, Denmark,
Netherlands through 10 years,
Austria, France, Finland through
8 years, Sweden, and Belgium

7 years, Ireland and Slovakia 6
years, Spain, Portugal, Slovenia
5 years and even Italy’s 6 month
Bills are negative.
Of course Japan was the first
G7 market to enter ‘’tilt’’ territory and its JGB [Japan 10 Year
Bond] remains at -0.10%. This
macro gale force level move has
pulled US 10-Yr Treasuries to a
20-month low of 2.15% [Last
November it was at 3.24%]. Rate
markets in the US have now
priced in close to 85bp cumulatively of easing by the end of
2020. (via JPM).The US Curve
has inverted and typically curve
inversions are harbingers of
recession.
Markets and prices exhibit
patterns of correlation and
essentially my perspective is
that it is the correlation that
has exerted a ‘’Pull’’ Effect on
US Yields and that therefore the
‘’recessionary’’ Signalling of the
Yield Curve should be discounted. There has been a Strong
‘’Safe Haven’’ Demand develop
over the last few sessions which
has lifted Government Bond
Prices, Gold and the Yen. And
there is a correlation element to
recent Yen strength, Japanese
Bond Yields were already negative therefore in the comparison
Japanese Yields have become

more attractive and given further
muscle to the Yen.
It was not too long ago that
everyone was predicting a
Weimar Republic outcome or if
you are looking for a more recent
vintage then dial up Caracas,
Khartoum or Harare.
Classical Economic Theory
predicted that if lashings and
lashings of freshly printed money were injected intravenously
into the Patient, then the value
of money should devalue and inflation run off the charts. Clearly
this has not happened.
In fact Inflation Gauges are
slumping and Inflation is ‘’Like a
patient etherized upon a table’’
Trump’s Tariff War has spiked earlier ‘’high jinks’’, stock
markets have lost ground and
Investors have continued to run
for cover and ‘’safe havens’’ You
will recall Ben Bernanke’s riposte
when asked why Investors
buy Gold People hold Gold “As
protection against what we call
tail risks: really, really bad outcomes.” Gold crossed $1,300+
on Friday.Crude Oil got crushed
-5.34% Friday capping a -15.87%
retreat over the last 4 weeks.
Crude Oil is an interesting proxy
because its been a Tug of War
between sharpened Geopolitical
Risk [particularly in the matter of

Tehran which sent prices higher]
versus concerns around Global
Growth and the latter has now
overwhelmed the Former.
It has turned out that it was
not April that was the cruellest
month [breeding lilacs out of the
dead land, mixing memory and
desire, stirring dull roots with
spring rain] but May.
The Trade War intensified
through May and its intensification is best perceived through
the Linguistics.What we also
know is that you don’t stand in
front of a Runaway Freight Train.
The Question we need to ask
ourselves is how much further
this move may run? My sense
is that the G7 Bond Markets are
now in nose-bleed territory.
Whilst I accept that its a
20/80 [US Consumer absorbs
20%, China will have to absorb
80%] of the Tariff Price increase, nevertheless even 20% of a
100 is inflationary. The US Rates
and Bond Market looks seriously overcooked to me.However,
what we also know is that Markets can stay irrational longer
than anyone can stay solvent.
Therefore, I would be tentatively
selling 85bp of cumulative US
easing through 2020 as per JPM.
Last week we saw positive EM
and Frontier market divergence,

which was noteworthy.Lusaka is
in unprecedented Territory and
the forced nationalisation of Mr.
Agarwal’s Copper mines might
well be a cashew nut moment
for President Lungu. Zambian
$ Eurobond Yields are at 22%.
Thats ‘’whack’’ Let me end with
the Madaraka Day Masterstroke
announcement.
I am sure the Central Bank has
visibility on how much Cash is
not in circulation.The Announcement might be a catalyst for s
short term stimulus as Owners
of the ‘’Jirongos’’ try and dispose
them.
I would have thought the discount is already 20% at the very
least. Demonitisation is a very
neat Solution.
Mohamed Wehliye tweeted 1. It
is a one time tax on black money
2. Counterfeiting of 1k down3.
CBK liabilities of Ksh down as
a certain percentage of the
demonetised 1k will be extinguished - not come back 4. Cash
to GDP ratio will go down - 5. %
of big denomination re money in
circulation down its a very clever
move and I noticed the President was rather amused by its
cleverness.
Aly-Khan is a financial analyst

LENDING

Banks fall back to customer
loans as bond interest declines
Treasury re-opened two 15-year bonds in a bid to raise Sh40 billion

ELIZABETH KIVUVA
@elizabethkivuva

Commercial banks have been increasing their lending to customers
in the three months to March as they
avoid low interest rate offered by the
Treasury Bonds.
Kenya’s four largest lenders in customer base, Equity Bank, KCB, CBA
Kenya, and Standard Chartered reported increased loan disbursement
to borrowers in their Q1 financial
results, depicting a need to increase
profits through loans and beat the
lower interests from two-year hold
on government securities since the
introduction of interest caps.
At Equity Bank Kenya, loans and
advances to customers raised to
Sh229.28 billion in Q1 compared to
Sh206.86 billion in Q1 2018.
Consequently, the Group with operations in five other markets Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda, South Sudan
and the Democratic Republic of Congo also raised the loans to Sh305.53
billion from Sh271.07 billion.
KCB Bank’ net loans and advances
also increased to Sh424.82 billion
from Sh383.87 billion over the same
period. Interest income from loans

grew by 5.9 per cent to Sh12.10 billion from Sh11.42 billion, slightly
behind interest income from government securities which grew by
7.2 per cent to Sh 2.76 billion from
Sh2.56 billion. CBA’s loans grew to
Sh111.52 billion from Sh98.78 between the quarter of 2019 and , as
interest income from the disbursed
loans grew to Sh2.61 billion from
Sh2.42 billion over the period.
Investment in government securities held to maturity increased to
Sh45.87 billion from Sh43.99 billion while money available for investment in the segment declined
to Sh14.64 billion from Sh19.63
billion. As a result, interest from
government securities declined to
Sh1.55 billion form Sh1.63 billion.
In Standard Chartered, loan book
grew by 3.3 per cent to Sh117.6 billion, from Sh113.8 billion in Q1 2018.
This was coupled by a 13.9 per cent
growth in government securities to
Sh142.3 bIllion, from Sh125.0 billion.
According to Cytonn, the fast
growth in loans compared to the
deposits loans led to a rise in the
loan to deposit ratio to 50.5 per cent
from 49.1 per cent in the previous
quarter. However, Co-operative
Bank’ loans to customers saw a 5.7
per cent decline to Sh249.79 billion
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from Sh251.21 billion. Interest income also declined to Sh7.09 billion
from Sh8.27 billion.
On the other side, government securities held to maturity increased
to Sh70.99 billion from Sh49.05 billion. Investment held for sale grew to
Sh32.74 billion from Sh25.70 billion
with interest on matured investments increasing to Sh2.76 billion

form Sh1.98 billion. The consistent
returns to market by Treasury to finance fiscal deficit as well as growth
in customer loans could be an indication of an impassive appetite from
banks due to longer tenors and lower
interest rates.
Treasury re-opened two 15-year
bonds issued, a bid to raise Sh40.0
billion for budgetary support.

PRACTICE SAYING
NO TO REQUESTS
FOR YOUR TIME
Most people have far
more work than they can
possibly get to. That’s why
it’s so important to say
no to things that aren’t a
great use of your time. But
turning people down can be
uncomfortable. To get better
at it, practice saying no
politely and gracefully.
For example, if a colleague
asks you to do something
that isn’t your job, you
might say: “That isn’t my
area of expertise, but I’m
happy to connect you with
Kei, who could help.
” If you’re asked to attend
a meeting or join a project
that you don’t have time for,
say: “Thanks so much, but I
have to decline. My schedule
is at capacity right now.
” If you’re asked to finish
a task on a too-tight
deadline, say: “I would
love to help, but due to my
other commitments, I won’t
be able to finish by that
deadline.
Can I get it back to you by
next week?”

